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Introduction
Recruiting CRMs are an increasingly popular sourcing
strategy for a lot of great reasons. So you know you need
a CRM – but how do you actually action it?
The most common questions we get asked are about
the practical side of setting up a CRM strategy: What
are the most common use cases for CRM? What types of
communication strategies might you use? How do you
leverage a CRM most effectively?
To shed some light on the topic, we’ve gathered some
operational scenarios that might help you design the CRM
strategy that will work for your business. Read on to learn
more.
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G E N E R A L O P E R AT I O N A L T I P S

Setting up a CRM can seem daunting at first – but not to worry. Here are

PRO TIP

some of our best recommendations for getting started:
With Greenhouse CRM, use pool

1.

2.

Start with one use case. Test it out, then build from there. You

reminders to more easily remember
the next workflow steps for all your

should choose one scenario that’s straightforward for your business,

prospects and make sure you keep up

incorporate it into your teams’ workflows, and then expand from there.

with the desired cadence.

Ask two questions. When creating pools, there are two main things to

Instead of manually keeping track of

think through:

next steps (via notebook, spreadsheet,
calendar, etc.) or just completely

• What will I be looking for when evaluating candidates for future

forgetting to reach out to valuable

roles? For example, you might want department-specific pools,

prospects, this feature enables

because you know that for open engineering roles, you only

recruiters to set multiple timeframes for

consider applicants with engineering experience on their resume

reminders on different pools/stages, to

and so will want them cleanly grouped together.

view reminders on both the Dashboard/
Reminders page and to receive an email

• What type of communication will resonate? When there are

notification of your reminder (1x).

prospects for whom the same type of communication makes the
most sense, group them together!

With reminders nudging you to perform
the right action at the right time, you are

3.

Designate an owner. CRMs require regular maintenance. Ask your Sales

able to ensure that your brand is top of

Operations team for tips! They can share their best practices, including

mind and increase the potential that a

having someone who’s dedicated to helping keep the tool clean and

top prospect turns into your newest hire.

running.
4.

Keep it simple. Don’t worry about making your outreach communications
beautiful and picture perfect – you’re probably not a professional
content creator, and that’s totally fine. The end goal is to reach out to the
prospect with a compelling message, which is often short, sweet and just
looks like plain text.

Still not sure where to begin? Try thinking about the addition of any new
pools and stages as anything you can’t already filter using the default
settings you see in Greenhouse CRM, such as department, office, job, and
source. Any use case beyond those are pools and stages that you can create
according to your business needs.
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SCENARIO 1:

Internal Talent Marketplace

WHO ARE THEY

An Internal Talent Marketplace refers to current employees who have expressed interest in a job
internally. By putting these prospects in the context of recruiting - this includes updated resume,
experience and employee intent - recruiters are able to better understand the existing internal talent
pool, facilitate internal mobility and action them appropriately.

HOW DO THEY GET

Employees complete a Prospect Post from the internal job board in order to express interest in new roles.

INTO THE SYSTEM?

H O W D O YO U

Create a prospect pool called “Internal Talent Marketplace” and start adding prospects! You can also use

ORGANIZE THEM?

Prospect Review to help you triage prospects into other pools and convert them to candidates for specific
roles when the time is right. From there, recruiters are able to select from that pool and use Prospect
Review to look through applications quickly and efficiently.

W H AT W O U L D YO U

When opening a new job, search through your Internal Talent Marketplace pool first before sourcing

DO WITH THEM?

externally in order to drive internal mobility while potentially reducing both time to hire and cost per hire
(reducing agency spend and internal spend).

C O M M U N I C AT I O N
S T R AT E G Y

• Not Contacted: No template; put internal applicants directly into this stage until you are ready for
initial outreach. Review these candidates and determine which track of communication makes the
most sense
• Contacted and Follow-Ups: Create templates that are easily personalizable for initial contact and
each follow-up
• Responded – In Discussion: No templates; this will all be custom communication as you discuss
the role
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SCENARIO 2:

Silver Medalists
PRO TIP
WHO ARE THEY

Silver Medalists are candidates who did well in the interview process
but didn’t quite get hired – maybe it was a matter of bad timing, not the

Note that every time you reject a late-

right role, budget or a particularly competitive hiring class etc. These

stage candidate, you should consider

are desirable individuals you want to keep warm in your CRM database

creating a prospect application. This is

so that you are able to more easily reach out to them in the future.

a behavior you’ll want your entire Talent
team trained on so that these valuable

HOW DO THEY GET

They are already there! You just have to organize them as prospects in a

INTO THE SYSTEM?

pool when you decide not to hire them the first time.

Silver Medalists stay warm within your
talent database and receive the right
communication strategy, keeping your
brand top of mind.

H O W D O YO U

Simply create a prospect pool called “Silver Medalist” in your CRM and

ORGANIZE THEM?

start adding prospects!

W H AT W O U L D YO U

• Send Silver Medalists a regular nurture email to keep your

DO WITH THEM?

relationship warm and your company top of mind
• When opening a new job, search through your Silver Medalists pool
first before sourcing externally, potentially reducing both time to hire
and cost per hire (reducing agency spend and internal spend)

C O M M U N I C AT I O N
S T R AT E G Y

• Keep Warm: Monthly newsletter with new job openings, company
updates and engaging content (e.g. new company awards, PR
mentions, published eBooks/blogs, product launches)
• Reach Out – Specific Role: When you’re trying to match them with
a new opening, use a personalized message that introduces the
prospect to the new job opening and specifically mentions what you
know about their past experience that would make them a good fit
• In Discussion: No templates; this will be completely custom
communication as you discuss the role and encourage the prospect
to apply
• No Longer Interested: No templates; you may want to further
segment this stage by reason – some reasons may warrant moving
the prospects back to the Keep Warm stage once a certain amount
of time passes since the last touchpoint
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SCENARIO 3:

Talent Community
WHO ARE THEY

Prospects that should be included in a Talent Community pool are those who have expressed interest in
your company more generally, versus a specific job. These are individuals who may be highly qualified for
a role that is not currently open and are worth keeping tabs on for the future.

HOW DO THEY GET

Possibly met at an event, applied to a “general” job on your careers website via Prospect Posts or referred

INTO THE SYSTEM?

to no specific job.

H O W D O YO U

• Create a pool or multiple pools depending on where you’re getting them and how specific you want

ORGANIZE THEM?

your nurture emails to be (e.g. an Engineering Talent Community might get different content than a
Marketing Talent Community)
»» Within the various pools, you might have stages such as “Monthly Nurture”, “Quarterly Nurture”
and “In Discussion” depending on how high touch you’d like to be

W H AT W O U L D YO U
DO WITH THEM?

• Send a regular newsletter with new job openings, company updates and engaging content (e.g. new
company awards, PR mentions, published eBooks/blogs, product launches)
• If/when a prospect responds showing interest in a specific job, move them to the “In Discussion” stage
in the pool

C O M M U N I C AT I O N
S T R AT E G Y

• Not Contacted: No templates; review these candidates and determine which track of communication
makes the most sense
• Monthly/Quarterly Nurture: Newsletter with new job openings, company updates and engaging
content (e.g. new company awards, PR mentions, published eBooks/blogs, product launches)
• In Discussion: No templates; this will be completely custom communication as you discuss the role
and encourage the prospect to apply
• No Longer Interested: No templates; you may want to further segment this stage by reason – some
reasons may warrant moving the prospects back to the Nurture stages if a certain amount of time
passes since the last touchpoint
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SCENARIO 4:

Cold Outreach
WHO ARE THEY

These are individuals you’ve found via sourcing online that have not yet expressed interest in your
company. They will likely have varying degrees of familiarity and knowledge about your organization and
may require more of a sales pitch to be convinced that you are worth their time.

HOW DO THEY GET

Prospects enter the system either via the Greenhouse browser plugin, through manual entry, uploaded

INTO THE SYSTEM?

directly by spreadsheet or imported from a partner (e.g. Entelo or LinkedIn).

H O W D O YO U

• Create a prospect pool called Cold Outreach – possibly a pool per sourcer or per topic (e.g. Engineering

ORGANIZE THEM?

vs. Sales) depending on your size
• Create prospect stages of “Not Contacted”, “Contacted 1x and Waiting”, “Contacted 2x and Waiting”,
“Contacted 3x and Waiting”, “Unresponsive” and “In Discussion”

W H AT W O U L D YO U
DO WITH THEM?

• Once you’ve added a set of people to “Not Contacted”, try a cold contact and then move the person to
the next stage
»» Note that some recruiters do this one at a time and personalize each email while others do it in
bulk – the strategy you take will depend on what roles you’re attempting to fill (e.g. you might
spend a little more time personalizing cold outreach to a prospect for an executive role than for
an entry-level position) and how much time you have
»» Wait a few days and repeat the process, moving those prospects to “Contacted 2x and Waiting”
• If someone responds positively, move them to “Discussion”
• If someone responds negatively, mark them as “No Longer Considering” or “Not Interested”
• If there is no response, move them to “Unresponsive” and mark as “No Longer Considering” with a
reminder to follow up in six months to a year

C O M M U N I C AT I O N
S T R AT E G Y

• Not Contacted: No template; put new prospects that you have sourced directly into this stage until you
are ready for initial outreach. Strategically message these prospects to strike a balance between bulk
messaging and personalization (e.g. message by university or shared background)
»» Note that prospects appreciate personalization – we interviewed actual prospects for their
advice to recruiters on what messages resonate most and they really do notice that extra touch
• Contacted and Follow-Ups: Create templates that are easily personalizable for initial contact and
each follow-up
• Responded – In Discussion: No templates; this will all be custom communication as you discuss the
role and encourage them to apply
• Responded – Not Interested: Create a template that invites these prospects to opt into future job
updates or follow your organization on social media
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SCENARIO 5:

Past Employees
WHO ARE THEY

These are individuals who have previously worked at your company.

HOW DO THEY GET

If you hired the past employees through Greenhouse, they should already be in the system. As soon as

INTO THE SYSTEM?

they leave the company, assuming a mutually agreeable departure, you should start systematically
adding them as prospects to keep in touch with them for the future.

H O W D O YO U

Create a dedicated talent pool called “Alumni”.

ORGANIZE THEM?

W H AT W O U L D YO U

Send a regular nurture emails with engaging content such as company news, alumni events or

DO WITH THEM?

future positions.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N

• Monthly/Quarterly Nurture: Newsletter with new job openings, company updates and engaging

S T R AT E G Y

content (e.g. new company awards, PR mentions, published eBooks/blogs, product launches)
• Reach Out – Specific Role: No templates; this will all be custom communication as you discuss the
role and encourage them to apply. The communication will certainly be different since these are
prospects that know your company well and are familiar with the culture, and potentially even the
interviewers
• Opted Out: No templates; you may want to further segment this stage by reason – some reasons may
warrant moving the prospects back to the Nurture stages if a certain amount of time passes since the
last touchpoint
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SCENARIO 6:

Interns
PRO TIP
WHO ARE THEY

Current undergraduates who worked at your company as interns.
You may want to organize by intern class,
by graduation year or by both. Whatever

HOW DO THEY GET

If you hired the interns through Greenhouse, they should already be in

INTO THE SYSTEM?

the system. As soon as their internship is complete, you should start
systematically adding them as prospects to keep in touch with them for
the future.

H O W D O YO U

best streamlines your communication
and makes it most easy to find the right
candidate for future roles!

Create a dedicated pool called “Interns”

ORGANIZE THEM?

W H AT W O U L D YO U
DO WITH THEM?

• Send regular nurture emails with content such as company news,
alumni events or future positions.
• Stay in touch to recruit them for full-time roles as they approach
graduation

C O M M U N I C AT I O N

You’ll want to tailor the messaging by graduation year and application

S T R AT E G Y

deadlines at your company. Send nurture emails to graduates that
are farther out and specific roles with personalized messages to the
upcoming grads.
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SCENARIO 7:

Contingent Workforce

WHO ARE THEY

These are individuals who worked at your company for a contracted amount of time (e.g. freelancers)

HOW DO THEY GET

If you hired the contracted workers through Greenhouse, they should already be in the system. As soon as

INTO THE SYSTEM?

their contract is up, you should start systematically adding them as prospects to keep in touch with them
for the future.

H O W D O YO U

Create a dedicated pool called “Contingent Workforce”

ORGANIZE THEM?

W H AT W O U L D YO U

• Send regular nurture emails with content such as company news, alumni events or future positions.

DO WITH THEM?

• Reach out when you have a new contract position open up

C O M M U N I C AT I O N

• Monthly/Quarterly Nurture: Newsletter with new job openings, company updates and engaging

S T R AT E G Y

content (e.g. new company awards, PR mentions, published eBooks/blogs, product launches, etc.)
• Reach Out – Specific Role: No templates; this will all be custom communication as you discuss the
role and encourage them to apply. Leverage Candidate Tags and additional filters to determine who to
move into this stage.
• Opted Out: No templates; you may want to further segment this stage by reason – some reasons may
warrant moving the prospects back to the Nurture stages if a certain amount of time passes since the
last touchpoint
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SCENARIO 8:

College Recruitment

WHO ARE THEY

Current college students

HOW DO THEY GET

Met at an event, sourced through resume books, cold outreach, etc.

INTO THE SYSTEM?

H O W D O YO U

• Create a Campus/College Recruitment pool (e.g. Harvard Data Analytics & Technology Fair 2018,

ORGANIZE THEM?

DePaul University, University of Denver Career Fair)
• Depending on the scope of your college recruitment, you may want to segment by college or leverage
Candidate Tags to more easily filter by school
• Create stages for graduation year to better organize outreach

W H AT W O U L D YO U

Send regular nurture emails, reach out when applications open up, and build pipelines for intern and

DO WITH THEM?

entry-level roles.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N

There are a number of ways to organize your pools for effective college recruitment – illustrated

S T R AT E G Y

above by grad year, segmenting the individuals you have met on campus, or by school year, with
stages for each grad year.

Possible to also create a Career Fair pool to manage the initial outreach and follow-ups from campus
events.

Suggested email templates to create:
• 2020 – 2022 Grads: Newsletter with company updates, announcements about internship openings
and application deadlines
• 2019 Grads: Communication about new entry-level roles and more personalized messages based
on Gold/Silver/Bronze categorization
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Greenhouse helps you make hiring your company’s
competitive advantage. Thousands of successful, peopledriven companies use the Greenhouse platform’s intelligent
guidance to design and automate all aspects of hiring to win
top talent. Greenhouse was recognized as the 2017 “Best
Place to Work” in the U.S. by Glassdoor and is headquartered
in New York City, with an office in San Francisco.

To learn more or request a demo, visit:
www.greenhouse.io

